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ABSTRACT

The land is needed for many activities in cities due to rapid urbanization and population growth taking place on a global scale. In order to meet the demands of the increasing population, cities grow towards extensive rural lands and try to meet the citizens’ needs for land spatially used for housing, transportation, industrial facilities, and education facilities. The change in urban morphology is one of the most discussed topics in planning from the past to the present, consisting of uniquely complex phenomena. The traditional method of urban science offers approaches based on Euclidean geometry, based on the assumption of uniform growth. However, urban morphology has a multidimensional fractal structure, and it is insufficient to understand the city as a living organism that evolves, changes, and develops very quickly. Since urban growth and expansion are an inevitable reality intertwined with economic growth, spatial changes in cities as living organisms are inevitable. Population growth worldwide is one of the most critical parameters affecting cities’ growth. Unplanned growth in cities causes many environmental problems, such as unplanned urbanization. Monitoring and forecasting land changes in urban growth and expansion processes are significant in producing effective regional and urban planning policies. In this process, the concept of urban morphology comes to the fore. In this context, the fractal dimension analysis emerges as a technique of interest. Decreases and increases in fractal values gain meaning by being associated with processes such as expansion and growth observed in cities. Fractal geometry, on the other hand, provides the opportunity to evaluate this complex structure quantitatively. At the same time, it offers a new mathematical framework for describing urban morphology. The study aimed to investigate the development process of the development zone in the western corridor of Ankara, with a fractal analysis to be made at the urban scale through its morphological change. The temporal changes in urban form and texture between 2005-2022 and the morphological character of Ankara are questioned through fractal analysis. The study was carried out in two stages. In the first stage, the western corridor of Ankara was analyzed on an urban scale, and the morphological change in 2039 was estimated within the scope of two different scenarios. The compact growing scenario (GC) proposes a growth model within the boundaries of the determined area. The spreading-growing scenario (GS) assumes a spreading-growth behavior into the land cover, regardless of field boundaries. The GC scenario defines areas where growth will not occur outside the determined western development zone. On the other hand, the GS covers the growth areas produced by assuming that the entire urban geography is suitable for settlement without any restrictions. After defining the scenarios, fractal blots from 2005, 2013, 2022, and 2039 were created.
INTRODUCTION

Due to rapid urbanization and population growth, more land is needed in cities for many activities, such as housing, transportation, production, and recreation. Sustainable land use is essential for sustainable development (Fu et al., 2022). In order to meet the demands of the increasing population, cities grow towards large rural lands and try to meet the needs of the citizens for land uses such as housing, transportation, industrial facilities, and education facilities spatially. Urban growth and sprawl are a spatial reflection of rapid urbanization that poses a challenge to sustainable urban development. Rapid urban development challenges spatial planning frameworks and requires holistic approaches to deal with urban development’s negative environmental, social, and economic impacts (Artmann et al., 2019).

Along with the change in the use of urban space, the macro form of the city is also changing. The processes of urban growth and change in the urban macro form are of great concern worldwide (Wang & Zheng, 2022; Wang et al., 2022). The most important reason for this situation is that urbanization and population growth will continue with this process, and people will need more livable areas (IPCC, 2021). On the one hand, the increase in the urban population continues. On the other hand, the migration processes from rural areas to urban areas in developing countries increase the need for space. Therefore, urban areas are geographies where processes such as land degradation and social and environmental problems are experienced, and they are areas that offer economic opportunities to improve the quality of life. The spread of urban land to a broader geography has many economic, ecological, and social consequences. Developing planning tools for local governments to produce policies within the sustainable development goal of urban multidimensional dynamics is necessary.

It is effective in constructing and developing cities, depending on the city’s history, geographical features, location, climate, land structure, socio-demographic characteristics, and animal and plant resources. In other words, all spatial parameters related to cities shape the urban growth rate and urban morphology (Su et al., 2022). Oliveira (2018) defines urban morphology as the science that studies the physical form of cities and the significant factors and processes that shape them over time. Urban morphology studies change in the physical structure and shape of settlements over time and focuses on growth/change patterns and processes (Carmona et al., 2003). Marshall & Caliskan (2011) describe urban morphology as an abstract shadow of physical reality. Accordingly, urban morphology includes reflecting urban processes on the field with the help of abstract metrics and shapes represented as maps.

The concept of compactness explains urban growth processes in terms of new residential areas being disconnected or coming together intensively and frequently. The compact city approach is a growth model that benefits public health regarding land use and transportation in shortening distances (Stevenson...
et al., 2016). However, while the adverse effects of urban sprawl (for example, longer transport times, loss of fertile soils, reduction or loss of ecosystem services (ES), on the one hand, encourage compact urban development, it also has disadvantages. The dilemma of its impact on environmental quality (e.g., absence of green spaces) and reducing social disadvantages are discussed as the "compact city paradox" (Neuman, 2005; Artmann et al., 2019). As another urban growth concept, urban expansion and urban sprawl differ from each other. Urban expansion is defined as a general physical process that includes the reproduction of the material structure of cities in the temporal process (Inostroza, 2018). Urban sprawl, on the other hand, expresses a dispersed urban development behavior (Burchfeld et al., 2006). Especially in recent years, the results of urban growth and the future state of urban morphology are essential in the literature. As a result of the technological developments experienced, the methods used in urban growth, morphology, and development are gaining importance. Fractals are geometric constructs that exhibit repeating textures and patterns at all scales, utterly different from new and traditional geometric constructs, and are used from the architectural scale to the urban scale (Çağdaş et al., 2006; Ediz & Gürsakal, 2010). Fractal analysis is one of the remarkable methods in determining the complexity level of urban growth and enabling it to be measured quantitatively. Fractal analysis, an approach considering cities as complex systems, is a numerical method used to evaluate irregular, fragmented, and fractured urban forms (Chen, 2013). Accurate and effective urban morphology estimation and measurement are vital in identifying future urban problems.

In light of the above evaluations, the general purpose of the study is to investigate the development process of the development corridor in Ankara's western corridor with a fractal analysis to be made at the urban scale through its morphological change. In this context, the temporal changes in urban form and texture between 2005 and 2039 and the morphological character of the Western development corridor were questioned through fractal analysis. Thus, while shedding light on local decision mechanisms in terms of planning, it provides an empirical approach to applying the fractal method to urban textures.

**MATERIAL AND METHODS**

**Study Area: Development of the morphology of the city of Ankara in the planning process**

In the planning processes that Ankara has experienced from the past to the present, the development of the western part of the city begins with the Jansen plan, and growth is foreseen in this part of the city in the following periods. In this context, this study aimed to reveal the spatial and temporal changes in the morphology of the West Development corridor, a region of Ankara's urbanization effect, between 2005 and 2039 by fractal analysis. According to the 2023 Capital Ankara Master Plan Report, the western corridor development area of the city of Ankara is defined as the "Western Planning area." The city's western corridor was planned to produce a new expansion strategy for the north-south-oriented urban development that had continued until the plan period. The area includes Batıkent, Eryaman, Sincan, and Etimesgut development areas, areas where the rural and natural character is preserved, and Kazan and Ayaş district centers. With these features, the development of the said region, which includes the region, urban, semi-urban, and rural areas together, is also explained in a dual structure (Figure 1).

The city of Ankara, significant throughout history, has initiated various studies to address many problems and establish planned development, especially after becoming the capital city in 1924. In the planning studies, the direction of urban growth and development, which would affect the form of the city, was initially investigated. While one group advocated for the development of the old city, another group argued that the old city had insufficient infrastructure and that a new Ankara should be established. With the development decision for the city of Ankara, the 'Lörcher Plan', thought to organize the old city center and connect it with the new city center, was implemented. This plan adopted a more protective approach to the old city center and proposed a regular settlement pattern for the new development areas. After 30 years, new problems emerged due to rapid population growth and urbanization, necessitating a new city plan. As the Lörcher plan proved inadequate, the Jansen plan was adopted in 1932, proposing a city form surrounding the Ankara castle.

With the increase in the number of immigrants due to urbanization, a new plan was required. In 1957, these problems were addressed with the Yücel-Uybadin plan, and the city macroform was expanded. A compact urban setup integrated with green zones was attempted for the city. During the 1990s, the city of Ankara became a metropolitan city. The most notable feature of the Yücel-Uybadin plan is the absence of the urban form-seeking concern present in the Lörcher and Jansen plans. Instead, existing plans and layouts were developed further. In this context, an axis extending to the west of the city was defined in the Yücel-Uybadin plan, predicting growth in this direction.

**Method**

This study aimed to reveal the morphology change between 2005 and 2039. In this context, firstly, the temporal-spatial change of the city was estimated according to scenarios produced with different approaches. Then, the
fractal structure of the settlement spot, created with the city's development, was measured by the box-counting technique. In fractal analysis, this work uses a Box Count estimator, which is based on the simple idea that a single box initially covers the time series graph (Caballero et al., 2022). The box is divided into four quadrants, and the number of cells required to cover the curve is counted, which is advantageous for numerical interpretation.

Urban Growth Forecast: The estimation of urban land use and growth is a central topic of discussion in proactive planning and sustainable development goals. Thanks to temporal-spatial techniques, it is possible to analyze and forecast urban growth on a global and regional scale. These methods also help to determine urban growth dynamics (Lu et al., 2019; Baqa et al., 2021). Various models are used to analyze changes in urban growth (Guan et al., 2011; Azari et al., 2016; Ghosh & Das, 2017; Li et al., 2017; Singh et al., 2018; Shen et al., 2020; Dey et al., 2021). Since the 1990s, many urban growth models have been developed. The SLEUTH urban growth model is one of the most popular and has been used in many projects worldwide (Ayazli, 2019). Among these methods, the cellular automata (CA) model’s advantage in modeling spatial variation in complex systems and the long-term prediction advantage of the Markov chain model have been integrated, developing the CA-Markov chain model, which is an effective method for simulating urban growth change and transformation. This method is frequently used to predict and measure urbanization dynamics (Keshtkar & Voigt, 2016; Baqa et al., 2021; Isinkaralar et al., 2023). CA-based models are mostly preferred to mitigate the damage caused by urban sprawl (Terzi & Kaya, 2011; Tong & Feng, 2020; Ayazli et al., 2022; Yılmaz et al., 2022; Isinkaralar & Varol, 2023). These models are significantly influenced by spatial scale, neighborhood configuration, and the choice of probability threshold (Xia et al., 2019). Neighborhood effects are crucial for CA models because these are bottom-up techniques that rely on interactions between nearby cells (Barreira-González & Barros, 2017).

Urbanization spot data for the years 2005, 2013, and 2022 were obtained from the Google Earth program. The obtained data were arranged in the ArcGIS program (in Geotiff format) and made suitable for analysis. Then, the morphology change calibration (kappa values) between 2005 and 2013 was obtained, and the Ankara West Development corridor morphology simulation in 2039 was estimated using the CA-Markov chain method in the IDRISI Selva program. Kappa coefficients evaluate how well
terrain classification or modeling performs beyond chance agreement (van Vliet et al., 2011). Simulation estimation was done using the CA-Markov chain method in the IDRISI Selva program.

The CA-Markov chain method is an analysis that uses the transition probability to predict future states based on the current state and the next state. It models land use change when spatial changes are difficult to define. This analysis indicates the future direction and magnitude of change (Huang et al., 2020). The Markov estimation is applied according to the following formula (Jianping et al., 2005):

\[ S(t+1) = P_y x S(t) \]  

Here, \( S(t) \) and \( S(t+1) \) mean row vectors at time step t and time step t+1; \( P \) stands for the transition probability matrix for the previous time interval calculated as follows:

\[
||P_y|| = \begin{pmatrix} P_{11} & P_{12} & P_{1n} \\ P_{21} & P_{22} & P_{2n} \\ \vdots & \vdots & \vdots \\ P_{n1} & P_{n2} & P_{nn} \end{pmatrix} \quad \text{where} \quad 0 \leq P_{ij} < 1 \text{ and } \sum_{i=1}^{n} P_{ij} = 1 \]

\( P_{ij} \) represents the probability of transitioning from land use type i to j.

**Scenario Design:** Developing alternative scenarios in urban growth forecasts provides an opportunity to identify possibilities. Two future urban growth scenarios were developed in the study. The compact growing (GC) scenario proposes a growth model within the boundaries of the determined area. The spreading-growing (GS) scenario assumes a spreading-growth behavior into the land cover, regardless of field boundaries. The GC scenario defines areas where growth will not occur outside the determined western development zone. Therefore, urban growth has been limited. On the other hand, the GS scenario covers the growth areas produced by assuming that the entire urban geography is suitable for settlement without any restrictions.

Fractal Analysis The physical changes of cities cause the formation of simple and regular complex textures. Understanding the growth behavior, one of the essential indicators of physical changes, and especially determining the urban growth trends, is a crucial requirement in urban studies. A practical and comprehensive analysis in this context will guide the determination of a city's current problems and future needs (Öztürk, 2017). Zoned land in an urban area (excluding transportation land and squares) is morphologically similar to Fournier dust (Zhao et al., 2021). Urban land segments are separated from each other by hierarchical streets (axes), whereas the building terrain in a rural area is more random and has an irregular spatial organization. While the urban area is a hierarchical, high-density, and stacked fractal pattern, the rural area shows a random, low-density, and dispersed spatial distribution. In this context, the fractal structure is a current discussion area in urban studies.

Fractals are used to describe the complexity of patterns in terms of the basic order of naturally occurring patterns and artificial phenomena. Batty & Longley (1994) adaptation of fractal theory to urban studies brought a new approach to complex urban growth within the scope of two-dimensional structures such as urban borders, land use, urban form, and growth. The fractal dimension is a ratio that does not have to be an integer but reflects the gap-filling capacity of a pattern at varying scales (Zhao et al., 2021).

After defining the scenarios, fractal spots from 2005, 2013, 2022, and 2039 were obtained, and each image was arranged in Photoshop in 792×500 pixels and 300 dpi format. Fractal analysis was then performed using the box-counting method in the Harfa 5.5 (Harmonic and Fractal Image Analysis 5.5) program. Line segments and box-counting methods are frequently used in fractal dimension (D) calculation methods in fractal analysis by Mandelbrot (1977), Bovill (1996), and Ediz & Ostwald (2012). In urban planning studies, the box-counting method is mainly preferred. D takes a value between 1 and 2. The fact that D is high, a value close to 2, shows that the rate of unused areas in the urban stain is low. High D represents urban spatial richness, spatial efficiency, and compact cities, while low D represents situations where spatial efficiency and spatial richness are low. Fractal analysis is a practical, easy, and accessible method for accurate numerical measurement of urban spaces (Chen, 2018).

The fractal dimension is defined using the below equation:

\[
D_{\text{box}} = \frac{\log N(\delta_2) - \log N(\delta_1)}{\log (1/\delta_2) - \log (1/\delta_1)}
\]

Where D represents the Fractal dimension by the box-counting method, \( \delta_1 \) and \( \delta_2 \) express that elevation is initially filled with a big grid and the edge length of the grid boxes and side length of the smaller box, \( N(\delta_1) \) and \( N(\delta_2) \) explain the number of grid boxes intersected by the line image and the number of intersected boxes.

**RESULTS**

**Model Verification and Calibration**

The morphology stain maps of the West Development corridor for 2005 and 2013, and the simulation results for 2022 were obtained and compared with the existing 2022 morphology stain. The visual comparison shows that the simulated blot has a similar spatial pattern to the reference blot (Figure 2).

The Kappa index, calculated to evaluate the accuracy of the simulation results quantitatively, shows that it is an excellent model for locating the future change of the West development corridor (Table 1).
Urban Morphology Prediction and Fractal Analysis

The Ankara West Development corridor's morphology has been discussed in four different periods (2005, 2013, 2022, and 2039). Based on the urban morphology data of the years 2005 and 2022, the estimation of the urban growth model of the Ankara West Development corridor for 2039 was calculated using the CA-Markov chain method. It is predicted that urban form development will significantly develop in the east-west directions. Additionally, the development of urban morphology was evaluated as a fractal stain. The fractal size of the urbanization blot was calculated as 1.65 in 2005, 1.70 in 2013, and 1.73 in 2022. On the other hand, the fractal size in 2039, within 34 years from 2005, was calculated as 1.85 according to the KB scenario and 1.98 according to the LW scenario (Figure 3).

A transition area matrix map was created in the Idrisi Selva program to more clearly determine the change in the urbanization spot between 2005 and 2039. According to the map given in Figure 4, it has been determined that urbanization will increase dramatically in the Ankara West Corridor region until 2039. It is predicted that the urban settled area, which had an area of 431.26 hectares in 2005, will increase by 1047.75 hectares according to the Gc scenario, reach 1479.01 hectares in 2039, and reach 3207.67 hectares by increasing by 2776.41 hectares according to the Gs scenario.

**DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION**

Since urban growth and expansion are an inevitable reality intertwined with economic growth, the spatial changes in cities as living organisms are inevitable. Population growth worldwide is one of the most decisive parameters affecting cities’ growth. Unplanned growth in cities causes many environmental problems, such as unplanned urbanization. Monitoring and forecasting land changes in urban growth and expansion processes are significant in producing effective policies within the scope of regional and urban planning. In this process, the concept of urban morphology comes to the fore. Since urban growth is predicted to cause different environmental and physical problems in the future, determining the scope and boundaries of growth is considered a requirement (Chen et al., 2017; Chen, 2018; Wang & Zheng, 2022; Wang et al., 2022).

The characteristics of the model can be summarized as follows: The fractal analysis method on urban morphology offers a new perspective in evaluating temporal and spatial changes. Within the scope of the study, the fractal analysis method was used to question the changing form of the western development corridor of the city of Ankara in line with urbanization and the temporal and spatial changes in the urban texture. As a result of the analysis, it was concluded that the changes in the fractal dimensions obtained at the urban scale show that the West development corridor experienced a rapid urbanization process from 2005 to the
present, and this process showed urban expansion in the east-west direction. When the fractal analysis results of 4 different periods are evaluated, increases in numerical values reveal that the urbanization process and urban growth have increased. Increases in fractal dimensions also indicate an increase in the complexity of the urban fabric, in other words, spatial richness. The simulation results of the year 2039 using the CA-Markov chain method also support these results. The urbanization process is predicted to increase, and the urban morphology will expand in this direction.

The main benefit of the model is that its flexible structure provides a comparable approach to the complexity level of the research field. Factors such as the increasingly complex structures of cities, their ever-growing and diversifying parts, and the intense interaction between managers make it difficult to perceive cities as a whole. With new approaches emerging in the 21st century, cities have been defined as dynamic, non-linear, complex systems in constant change and transformation. Evaluating and analyzing this complexity becomes a requirement. Fractals are fundamental to analyzing these complex network relationships (Lionar & Ediz, 2020). Using fractal geometry, especially in cities and systems, provides advantages for illustrating certain specific processes of spatial organization and inventing new articulations, especially for dynamic interpretation (Frankhauser & Pumain, 2022). As a result of the study, it has been determined that fractal analysis is an effective method for evaluating temporal and spatial patterns and their changes to understand urban morphology. Compact and spreading growth approaches produced within the scope of the research resulted in different growth behaviors of the city. While the growth is more controlled in the model, restricted by the research area boundaries, the expansion pressure of the city is quite remarkable in the scenario where there is no restriction.

The data obtained by this method for West Ankara, which is determined as the development direction of the city with the plan decisions, has substantial potential in evaluating the current situation and future spatial patterns. In this study, fractal analysis was used as a tool to emphasize the change process. In today’s uncertain world, it is impossible to make definitive forecasts for the future. In today’s cities, where planning theory gains new dimensions daily, a one-dimensional deterministic approach to viewing the city weakens decision processes. It is impossible to predict the socio-spatial processes, political aspects, global threats

![Figure 3. Urbanization spots and fractal dimension of Ankara West Development Corridor between 2005-2039.](image-url)
and changes, and natural risks that may be experienced in the city. However, growth predictions are required to draw attention to problems such as ecological damages, land losses, socio-spatial problems, and changes in the quality of life brought about by cities’ growth and to manage the process. Cities are seen as self-organizing, dynamic, complex systems. From this perspective, the city change in the research is based on the principle of order in disorder in complex systems. The CA-Markov chain method analyzes spatiotemporal probabilities, thus predicting the city’s future by participating in the multidimensional network dynamics experienced in the temporal context. The type of growth in the scenario where the forecasts do not constrain the city stands out regarding how decision-makers intervene. In this context, the study is thought to facilitate our perception of urban areas, offer a new perspective that evolves from a deterministic framework to a cause-effect relationship, and have a guiding quality in planning processes.
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